If a (*)-type Hadamard matrix of order 2n (i.e. a pair iA, B) of n x n circulant (1,-1) matrices satisfying AA' + BB' = 2nT) exists and a pair of Golay complementary sequences (or equivalently, two-symbol 6-code) of length m exists, then a Let c(j) = ££ = , ckck+j for a given sequence (ck)n. The condition (1) is also equivalent to the following Golay definition of GCL(n) (see [2] ), (2) a(j) + b(j) = 0 for / J-0 (i.e. 1< / < n -1).
Abstract.
If a (*) sequence Cn = (ck)n = (c,, c2, ..., cn) can be associated with a polynomial Cn(z) = S, ckzk~x, where z = exp(ix), x is a real number and / = \J-1.
Definition. Two (1,-1) sequences An = (ak)n and Bn = (bk)n are said to be a pair of Golay complementary sequences of length n (abbreviated as GCL(n)), if their associated polynomials An(z) and Bn(z) satisfy (1) \An(z)\2 + \Bn(z)\2 = 2« for any complex number z on the unit circle K = {z G C: \z\ = 1} = {z: z = exp(ix), 0 < x < 2n}, where C is the complex field.
Let c(j) = ££ = , ckck+j for a given sequence (ck)n. The condition (1) is also equivalent to the following Golay definition of GCL(n) (see [2] ), (2) a(j) + b(j) = 0 for / J-0 (i.e. 1< / < n -1).
The above can be proved easily by observing that IC^fz)!2 = Cn(z)Cn(z~x) = c(0) + 2,_1 c(k)(zk +z~k), c(0) = zZc\ = n, and zk + z~k = 2 cos kx for z = exp(ix). where Kn = {w G C: w" = 1} is the set of all nth roots of unity. We shall omit the subscript n of Cn or (ck)n from now on if there is no confusion. Let c*(j) = c{j) + c{n -/') = 2"cfccfc+/, where the subscript k + / is congruent modulo n. Then \C(w)\2 = C(w)C(w~x) = S^p1 c*(k)wk, where c*(0) = n, consequently the condition (3) is also equivalent to the following (4) a*(j) + b *(/) = 0 for / * 0 (i.e. 1 </ < n/2).
We note here that c*(n -j) = c*(j). Since Kn C K, we obtain Lemma 1. // (ak) and (bk) are a pair of GCL(n), then they are also a pair of nun).
It should be noted that if A = (ak) is a GCL(«) then -A = (~ak) = (-ax, -a2, ...,-«") andAr = (ark) = (an_k + x) = {an, ..., a2, ax) are also GCL(n).
Similarly, if A -{ak) is an HL(w), then -A, A'\ and A™ = (aj^) = (ak+j) = (aJ +,, ..., an, a,, ..., a¡), for 1 < / < n -1, are also HL(n). GCL(w) and HL(n) exist only if « = 1 or n is even (see [2] , [16] , [17] ).
When (ak) and (bk) are a pair of HL(n), they can be regarded as the first row entries of n x n circulant matrices A and B, respectively, such that
is an Hadamard matrix of order 2n, i.e. MM' = 2nl, since A4 ' + BB' = 2nln, where ' indicates the transposed and / is the identity matrix. (See [16] , [17] .) Such a Hadamard matrix M is said to be of (*)-type.
Definition. A quadruple (ak)n, (bk)n, (ck)n, and {dk)n of (1, -1) sequences is said to be a quad of Goethals-Seidel sequences of length n (abbreviated as GSS(n)), if their associated polynomials satisfy (5) \A(w)\2 + \B{w)\2 + \<7Xw)\2 + \D{w)\2 = 4n for any w G Kn.
A sequence of vectors, {vk)n is an m-symbol 5-code of length n if
where vk is one of m orthonormal vectors /,, ..., im, or their negatives (see [7] ).
Definition. A quadruple {qk), {rk), {sk), and {tk) of (0, ± 1) sequences is said to be a quad of Turyn sequences (abbreviated as TS(n)) of length n, if the sequence {vk)n of vectors vk = {qk, rk, sk, tk) forms a four-symbol 6-code, where vk is one of orthonormal vectors (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 1), or their negatives.
Let Q{z), R{z), S{z), and T{z) be the associated polynomials of a given quad of TS(«), {qk), {rk), {sk), and {tk). Then we have (7) \Q{z)\2 + l*C0l2 + I5(z)l2 + |:7Tz)l2 = « for any z G K.
When {ak), {bk), {ck), and {dk) are a quad of GSS(n), they can be regarded, respectively, as the first row entries of n x n circulant matrices A, B, C, and D such that AA' + BB' + CC' + DD' = 4nl. Then a Goethals-Seidel (Hadamard) matrix H = {H¡j), 1 < i, j < 4, of order 4n can be formed by the sixteen n x n matrices H¡ such that the first, second, third, and fourth rows of H are, respectively, (A, BR, CR, DR), {-BR, A, -D'R, C'R), {-CR, D'R, A, ~B'R), and {-DR, -C'R, B'R, A), where R = (¡r«), 1 < i, j < n, is the n x n symmetric matrix whose entries r¡-= 1 for i + j = n + 1 and r» = 0, otherwise. (See [1] , [7] .) Definition. A quad of GSS(«), (wk), (xk), (yk), and (zk) is said to be a quad of Williamson sequences (abbreviated as WS(w)), if each sequence is symmetric, i.e. a-= a" +2-y for each /' and each (ak) of GSS(n), or equivalently A(w~x) = A(w) for each w EKn and each associated polynomial A(w) of GSS(«).
It is well known that when (wk), (xk), (yk), and (zfc) are a quad of WS(n), they can be regarded as the first row entries of n x n symmetric circulant matrices W, X, Y, andZ, respectively, such that W2 + X2 + Y2 + Z2 =4nl. [14] , [15] , [16] .)
The following three theorems (on Hadamard sequences) are derived from the known theorems (on Golay complementary sequences). (See [2] , [7] , and [10] Proof. Let A(w) = A0(w2) + wAe{w2) and B{w) = B0{w2) + wBe{w2) be, respectively, associated polynomials of (ak) and {bk). Then Ae{w) = A0{w2) -wAe{w2), Be{w) = BQ{w2) -wBe{w2), A°{w) = -A0{w2) + wAe{w2), and B°{w) = -BQ{w2) + wBe{w2) are, respectively, associated polynomials of {ak), {bek), {ak), and {bk). Since \A{w)\2 + \B{w)\2 = \A0{w2) + wAe{w2)\2 + \B0{w2) + wBe{w2)\2 = 2n for any w G Kn, which is equivalent to \A0{w2)\2 + \Ae{w2)\2 + IÄq^2)!2 + |Äe(w2)|2 = 2« and w{A0{w-2)Ae{w2) + B0{w~2)Be{w2)) + w~x{A0{w2)Ae{w-2) + B0{w2)Be{w-2)) = 0 for any w G Kn* Consequently, we have \Ae{w)\2 + |£e(wOI2 = \A0{w2)-wAe{w2)\2 + \B0(w2)-wBe(w2)\2 = |^0(w2)|2 + \Ae(w2)\2 + |fi0(w2)|2 + \Be(w2)\2 = 2«.
Other cases can be proved similarly.
Theorem 5. Let (wk), {xk), {yk), and {zk) be a quad ofWS{m) and {qk), {rk), {sk), and {tk) a quad ofTS{n). Then (ak), {bk), {ck), and {dk) are a quad of GSS(wh), where aih-i)n+j = ™hi¡+ xhri + yhsj+ **'/.
b{h_x)n +i = xhq¡ -whrj + zns¡ -yhtp cih-i)n +j = y^j -zhrj -whsj + xh{j> d(h_x)n +j = zhqj + yj, -x"s;. -whtj forl<h<mandl<j<n.
*We use the fact that w S Kn implies -w S Kn for even n. Since w" G Km and i/(w_") = U{w") for (7 = IV, X, Y, and Z, by replacing the righthand sides of the above into the following sum and by rearrangements and simplifications, we obtain from (5) and (7), \A{w)\2 + \B{w)\2 + \C{w)\2 + \D{w)\2
= (IV2 + X2 + Y2 + Z2)(|ß|2 + \R\2 + \S\2 + in2) = 4t««, where U = U{w") for U = W, X, Y, and Z; P = P{w) for P = Q, R, S, and T It should be noted that a Hadamard matrix of order 4mn has been constructed by Turyn [7] using Baumert-Hall units if a Williamson matrix of order 4m and a foursymbol S-code of length « are known. Williamson matrices of order 4m exist for m < 31 or m = {q + l)/2, where q (a prime power) = 1 (mod 4), and others (see [4] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [15] ).
Four-symbol S-codes (including two-and three-symbol codes) of length n exist for n < 61, or n = 2a10&26c (two-symbol codes) and n = 2a10ft26c + 1 (three-symbol codes) for all a, b, c > 0 (see [7] , [9] , [11] ), as well as for n = 2a10626c + 2d10e26-/r (four-symbol codes) for all a, b, c, d, e, and / > 0. (1, 1, 1) , wherestands for -1, we obtain from Theorem 5 the following quads of GSS(«) for n = 6 and 9. « = 6: {ak), (bk), (ck), and (dk) are, respectively, (-, -, 1, 1, 1, 1), (-, 1, 1,   -, 1, -), (-, -, 1, -, 1, -), and (1, -, 1, 1, 1, 1) ; n = 9: (-, -, -, 1, 1, 1,1,1, 1),  (-, 1, 1, 1, -, 1, 1, -, 1), (-, -, 1, 1, -, -, 1, -, -), and (1, -, 1, 1, 1, -, 1, 1, -) . and {bk), or {ak) and {bek), can be obtained from Theorem 4 in a similar way. We note here that {ck) = i~ck) for ck = ak or bk.
In Theorem 3, for example, from the given pairs of GCL (10) and HL(4): (afc) = (1, 1, 1, 1, -, 1, 1, -, -, 1) , {bk) = (1, -, 1, -, 1, 1, 1, 1, -, -) and {ck) = {dk) = {-, 1, 1, 1), we obtain the following E and F representing the pair {ek) and {fk) of HL (40) 
